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The new Multivan

A new era will begin in Spring 2022 for Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles with 
the new Multivan, which replaces the Caravelle 6.1. With an exterior designed to 
pay homage to its predecessor and a plug-in hybrid powertrain available, it opens 
an exciting new chapter. Built with safety and convenience in mind, the new          
Multivan will feature a huge range of digital and connected services as well as 34             
driver-  assist systems.



Hybrid power
For the first time in a Volkswagen Commercial Vehicle, the new Multivan will be available as a plug-in hybrid. The new Multivan eHybrid is equipped with a 1.4 TSI 150HP engine com-

plemented by a 85kW electric motor produces a combined power output of 218HP to give you silent, zero-emission driving on shorter trips while also providing the flexibility to take 

on longer journeys. It features a bespoke 6-speed DSG gearbox. The new Multivan’s 13kW lithium-ion battery is stored under the flat floor, maximising interior space and creating a 

lower centre of gravity for superb handling. And when you need to top up the battery, all you need to do is plug into a charger.



Eye-catching exterior
The timeless design of the new Multivan not only follows in the footsteps of its predecessors, but also reinterprets the traditional design. A chrome strip runs centrally* from the headlights 

to the rear of the new Multivan, emphasizing the distinctive two-tone finish. The refined     lighting design with the IQ.Light LED matrix headlights* is complemented on the exterior by the 

standard LED taillights and the projection    light – because your new Multivan   welcomes you and projects the Multivan silhouette* onto the floor as you enter. The new exterior appearance 

is complemented by a large range of colors and rims, including the new 19-inch rims*, allowing you to personalize your new Multivan completely.

* Optional Extra



Uniting aesthetics and safety
The new IQ. Light LED matrix headlights* with LED daytime running lights are not only an eye-catching feature that makes the new Multivan stand out from the crowd, but they’re also incred-

ibly intelligent. This is because the lighting control system detects the driving circumstances and changes the dipped beam to the main beam. The functional equipment also incorporates 

“Dynamic Light Assist,” a glare-free dynamic main beam control, which ensures        optimal road illumination. When the IQ.Light senses oncoming traffic, it may turn off individual light beams 

to avoid blinding oncoming vehicles. And the light doesn’t just think. The dynamic cornering light illuminates the bend even before you turn, thanks to advanced camera and radar sensors. As 

a result, the clever technology ensures that you can focus solely on what matters: driving.

* Optional Extra



Elegant interior
The new Multivan’s interior design is interlaced with high-quality materials, giving it the polished feel of a premium vehicle. The free-floating, optimized instrument panel with its digital 

display offers a neat, high-class appearance. The standard multifunction leather steering wheel, with 100% Tiptronic, leaves virtually nothing to be desired. Furthermore, the new Multivan has 

an interior to fit your preferences. You can choose the colours in which you want your interior to glow with the multicolor ambient lighting system*. Whether a white light for discovering lost 

goods, a warm yellow tone for a quiet evening, or a brilliant play of hues - Your vehicle, your lighting design.

* Optional Extra



Your new Multivan is not only extremely comfortable and well-connected, but it is also extremely safe. Because they are exceptionally smart and operate with foresight, the new IQ.Light LED 

matrix headlights* 5 with high beam control and cornering lights illuminate the road even better. Furthermore, there are more than 20 assistance and safety systems. In connection with the 

automatic distance control ACC*, Car2X*, for example, is standard on board, allowing interaction with other networked vehicles and the networked infrastructure in order to warn of potential 

threats at an early stage. The 360-degree “Area View”* makes its debut in the new Multivan, which can provide a true all-around view from a bird’s eye perspective. This also raises safety to a 

new level when parking. Your new Multivan - combines convenience with safety.

Improved security at a high level

* Optional Extra



Connected Infotainment
Radio “Ready 2 Discover “ 

(Standard on Multivan & Life)

 - 25.4 cm (10 “) color touch display incl.

 - Digital radio reception (DAB +)

 - Smartphone integration

 - Media storage basic (32 GB) and media control

Also optionally available:

 -  “Comfort” mobile telephone interface with inductive 

charging function

 - Additional functions (e.g. navigation)

“Discover Media” navigation system 

(Standard on Style)

(Optional on Multivan & Life)

Device structure and functions in addition to radio 

“Ready 2 Discover “:

 - Hybrid navigation function

 - Prepared for “We Connect” and “We Connect Plus” 

(1 year)

Also optionally available:

 - “Comfort” mobile telephone interface with induc-

tive charging function

Wired & Wireless App-Connect

App-Connect from Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles 

enables safe and convenient use of selected smartphone 

Apps via the infotainment system and is now also avail-

able in the new Multivan. App-Connect is standard on all 

trimlines with connection via USB interface (wired) or with    

wireless connection (wireless).

The apps and their content are shown on the touch display 

of the Infotainment system and can be viewed from there 

can be operated conveniently and clearly e.g Music, news, 

maps or audio books to fall back on.

App-Connect includes the technologies MirrorLink®, Apple 

CarPlay ™ and Android Auto ™.

Radio “Ready 2 Discover “ incl. Streaming & Internet

(Standard on Life)

(Optional on Multivan)

Device structure and functions in addition to radio

“Ready 2 Discover “:

 - 25.4 cm (10 “) color touch display incl.” Streaming & 

Internet “

 - Digital radio reception (DAB +)

 - Smartphone integration

 - Media storage basic (32 GB) and media control

Also optionally available:

 -  “Comfort” mobile telephone interface with inductive 

charging function

 - Additional functions (e.g. navigation)



New equipment details
Particularly ergonomic

Touch control module for light and visibility. 

The conventional rotary switch for the light was used 

by all models through a specially designed new touch 

control module to the right of the steering wheel. The 

module represents a characteristic element of the new 

design and functionality concept.

The functions:

 - Operation via capacitive keypads

 - Low beam / parking light

 - Fog lights / bad weather light

 - Rear fog light

 - Heated windscreen / heated rear window

 - Control light mode

The customer benefits:

 - Central control of the light and visual functions

 - Better clarity and improved user ergonomics

 - Tidy interior

 - Modern design

Direct entry key module

Via direct entry buttons in the center below the infotainment 

display arranged operating modules functions are called up in 

the control panel of the display.

The operating module has the following direct access keys 

occupied:

 - Driver assistance systems (ASSIST)

 - Air conditioning, heating and fresh air system (CLIMA)

 - Assistance systems for parking and maneuvering (MENU)

The customer benefits:

 - Central and clear operation of all relevant functions

Electronic parking brake with auto-hold function

The electronic parking brake replaces the conventional 

handbrake via a button in the center console. Indicator 

lights in the button and in the instrument cluster show 

whether the parking brake is activated. Likewise, a work-

ing noise conveys that the brake is closed.

The integrated auto-hold function secures a separate

Button the vehicle to prevent it from rolling away when 

stationary, without the vehicle must be stopped with 

the foot brake. If the vehicle starts or the requirements 

for the car Hold function are not fulfilled, the hold is 

terminated.

The customer benefits:

 - Simple operation via one button

 - Additional security through the auto hold function

 - More storage space between the front seats by 

eliminating them of the handbrake lever



New paintwork, wheels and interiors
Exterior paintwork

Non-metallic Metallic 

Pearl Effect

Candy White NEW: Florida Blue Metallic

Reflex Silver Metallic

Starlight Blue Metallic

Fortana Red Metallic

Pure Grey NEW: Moonstone Silver Metallic NEW: Energetic Orange Metallic 

Deep Black Pearl Effect Indium Grey Metallic

Copper Bronze Metallic

Two-tone Paint

NEW: Florida Blue Metallic / 
            Candy White 

NEW: Moonstone Silver Metallic /                                        
           Energetic Orange Metallic 

NEW: Deep Black Pearl Effect /                  
            Fortana Red Metallic 



Range of wheels

17“ Wheels (tires 235/55 R17)

18“ Wheels (tires 235/50 R18)

“Dundrod” alloy wheel 
6.5 J x 17, in Black,                  
diamond-turned surface

“Dundrod” alloy wheel 
6.5 J x 17, in Silver

“Toshima” alloy wheel 
7.5 J x 18, in Silver

“Toshima” alloy wheel 
7.5 J x 18, in Anthracite

Range of interiors

1

2

4

3

1. Seat Trims “Bright Dots” in bi-colour fabric
    (standard on Multivan)

2. Seat trims “Ribella” in bi-colour fabric
    (standard on Life)

3. Seat trims ‘ArtVelours’ in bi-colour microfleece
    (standard on Style)
    (optional on Life)

4. Seat trims ‘Savona’ in bi-colour leather
    (optional on Life)
    (optional on Style)



Multivan
Choose your trimline.

Exterior 

 - 17” ‘Dundrod’ alloy wheel 6.5J X 17, Silver

 - LED headlamps with LED seperate daytime running 

lights

 - LED rear combination lamp

 - Exterior mirror housing in High-Gloss Black

 - Separate daytime running light with automatic 

headlight control, exit lighting and entry lighting

 - Manual sliding doors in passenger compartment 

Interior
 - 2 USB interfaces (type C) in the centre console in cab
 - Air conditioning system with manual control
 - Armrest for driver and single front passenger seats
 - Decorative inserts “Scale Light Gray”
 - Drawers under the seats in the passenger            

compartment and 2 waste bins
 - Leather-covered multifunction steering wheel with 

shift paddles
 - Reinforced carpet floor covering in passenger    

compartment
 - Seat Trims “Bright Dots” in bi-color fabric

Audio & Communication
 - App-Connect incl. App-Connect Wireless
 - DAB+ digital radio reception
 - Digital Cockpit ‘Pro’
 - Radio “Ready 2 Discover” with 10” (25.4cm) color 

touch screen
 - Voice control including Alexa web app

Safety
 - Airbag - driver’s and passenger’s airbag with front 

passenger’s airbag deactivation
 - Anti-theft alarm system with interior monitoring, 

backup horn and towing protection
 - Central locking system “Keyless Start” with 

SAFELOCK
 - Driver alert system
 - Emergency call control unit with eCall
 - First aid kit with warning triangle and safety vest
 - Windshield wiper intermittent control with rain 

sensor

Driver Assistance

 - “Front Assist” auto. emergency braking with          

pedestrian and cyclist monitoring

 - “Lane Assist” lane keeping system

 - Dynamic road sign display

 - Cruise control system incl. speed limiter

 - Lights & Vision package

 - Park distance control (front & rear)

 - Swerve support and oncoming vehicle braking  

when turning



Choose your trimline.

Life
Exterior 
 - Moulding between headlamps painted in ‘Glossy 

Black’ with 2 chrome strips
 - Sliding doors in passenger compartment               

incl. power latching 
 - Tailgate incl. power latching

Interior
 - 2 single seats in driving direction in 2nd row of seats
 - 3 single seats in 3rd row of seats
 - Acoustics package ‘Extra’ for cab and passenger 

compartment
 - Air conditioning system with manual control, with 

auxiliary heater for passenger compartment
 - Decorative inserts “Dark Silver Brushed”
 - Laminated safety glass windshield, heat and 

sound-insulating
 - Seat trims “Ribella” in bi-colour fabric
 - 30-colours interior ambient lighting 
 - Velour floor mats in driver cab (Titanium Black)

Safety
 - Side and curtain airbag for driver and front passen-

ger, curtain airbag for outer seats in rear, centre 
front airbag

(in addition to Multivan)

Driver Assistance
 - “Light Assist” high-beam control
 - “Poor Weather Lighting” package
 - Dynamic headlight range control
 - Rear view camera system

Audio & Communication
 - Radio “Ready 2 Discover” with 10” (25.4cm) color 

touch screen incl. Streaming & Internet



Choose your trimline.

Exterior 
 - ‘Multivan’ logo silhouette projection incl. surround 

lighting in door area
 - 18” ‘Toshima’ alloy wheels 7.5J X 18, Silver
 - Chrome trims on exterior 
 - Dark-tinted windows in the rear seat area, heat-    

reflecting and 65% light-absorbing privacy glass
 - Illuminated molding between headlamps
 - IQ.LIGHT - LED matrix headlamps with seperate   

daytime running lights
 - Dual power sliding doors in passenger compartment 
 - Tailgate (power operated with ‘Easy Open’ and ‘Easy 

Close’ feature)

Interior
 - “Climatronic” 3-zone air conditioning system with 

additional control panel in passenger compartment
 - 2 USB-C ports in front, 4 USB-C charging sockets in 

the passenger compartment
 - Additional interior noise suppression measures ‘Plus’
 - Decorative inserts “Dark Woodgrain Optic”
 - Glove compartment with illumination
 - Heated seats in cab (left & right), seperately         

controllable
 - Interior loading edge protection (stainless steel)
 - Laminated safety glass windshield, heat and 

sound-insulating (heated)
 - Multi-function table/ centre console with 3 beverage 

holders, slidable in the entire vehicle
 - Pedal cluster with stainless steel caps
 - Seat trims ‘ArtVelours’ in bi-colour microfleece
 - Sliding windows in sliding doors

Audio & Communication
 - ‘Comfort’ mobile phone interface with inductive 

(wireless) charging feature
 - Navigation system “Discover Media” with 10” 

(25.4cm) colour touch screen

(in addition to Life)Style
Safety
 - Central locking system “Keyless Entry” without 

SAFELOCK

Driver Assistance
 - “Area View” incl. rear view camer system and “Park 

Assist”
 - “Park assist” with park distance control (front & rear)
 - “Side Assist” lane change system incl. blind spot 

monitoring, rear traffic alert and exit warning       
system

 - Adaptive cruise control (ACC) “stop & go” incl. 
speed limiter and V2X

 - Dynamic headlight range control with dynamic 
cornering light



Volkswagen We Connect
The latest generation of digital services

We Connect provides vehicle-related online

Services from Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles. The 

services are available from radio “Composition “.1) 2)

The “We Connect” package is the entry point into 

digital Services from Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles 

and equips the vehicle with integrated connectivity. 

We Connect offers one-time activation as a license 

package numerous helpful basic functions online with 

no runtime restrictions.

The customer benefits:

 - Faster help in the event of a breakdown

 - Simple retrieval of driving data, vehicle  status  

and vehicle condition via smartphone

 - Easy to find the parked car again

We Connect Plus offers add-on license packages additional 

smart functions of intelligent navigation with Real-time 

information via media streaming and web radio to using 

the smartphone as a remote control for practical vehi-

cle functions (duration 1 to 3 years). Available from the        

“Discover Media” navigation system.

The customer benefits:

 - Optimal, situational route guidance natural voice 

control

 - Remote control of functions such as auxiliary heating 

or vehicle locking

 - Easier to find a parking space

With the “We Connect Fleet” add-on business package 

Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles  commercial customers a 

simple solution to make small and medium-sized fleets ef-

ficient manage. We Connect Fleet allows via the web portal 

quick and uncomplicated access to the most important 

vehicle and fleet information. Characteristic Services are 

u. a. digital logbook, digital fuel log, consumption analy-

sis and maintenance management. Available from Radio 

“Composition”.

The customer benefits:

 - Improved predictability

 - Shorter downtimes

 - Comprehensive cost control

 - Relief for fleet managers and drivers

1) To use the We Connect services, the customer needs a Volkswagen ID user 

account and must log in to We Connect with a username and password. Fur-

thermore, a separate We Connect or Conclude a We Connect Plus contract with 

Volkswagen AG online. 2) Depending on the time of use.

We Connect Plus We Connect FleetWe Connect

Apple App Store Google Play Store

Coming Soon



New technical information 





Multivan Price List 
Model Description Trimline RRP (ex VAT) VRT VAT NOx RRP (incl. VAT) ROTR (incl Delivery)

STMB18 PHEV 218HP A6F SOH Multivan (5 Seat) € 42,190.42 € 3,492.27 € 9,703.31 € 49.00 € 55,435.00 € 56,435.00

STMB18 PHEV 218HP A6F SOH Multivan € 42,875.57 € 3,549.09 € 9,861.34 € 49.00 € 56,335.00 € 57,335.00

STNB18 PHEV 218HP A6F LOH Multivan € 44,121.40 € 3,652.02 € 10,147.58 € 49.00 € 57,970.00 € 58,970.00

STMG18 PHEV 218HP A6F SOH Life € 44,935.62 € 3,719.66 € 10,335.72 € 49.00 € 59,040.00 € 60,040.00

STNG18 PHEV 218HP A6F LOH Life € 46,124.19 € 3,817.90 € 10,608.91 € 49.00 € 60,600.00 € 61,600.00

STMH18 PHEV 218HP A6F SOH Style € 53,468.66 € 4,425.00 € 12,297.34 € 49.00 € 70,240.00 € 71,240.00

STNH18 PHEV 218HP A6F LOH Style € 54,648.63 € 4,522.86 € 12,569.51 € 49.00 € 71,790.00 € 72,790.00

Disclaimer
From 1st January 2021, vehicle taxation including: Vehicle Road Tax and Vehicle Registration Tax (VRT) is calculated using data from 
the Worldwide Harmonised Light Vehicle Test Procedure (WLTP). Reported fuel consumption and emission data as well as driving 
range data may not correlate with real world driving conditions.

Prices above are based on standard factory specifications. The addition of optional extras may increase the WLTP value of an individual 
unit, thus increasing the reccomended retail price under the 2021 vehicle registration tax calculations which have been determined by 
the Irish Department of Finance.

Please contact your local authorised Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles dealer for further information on pricing.

SOH - Short Overhang 
LOH - Long Overhang



Some of the vehicles shown are equipped with special equipment at extra cost. The decorations shown in the images are not included in the standard scope of delivery
contain. The information about scope of delivery, appearance, technical data and operating costs of the vehicles correspond to the knowledge available at the time of going 
to press. All Information regarding equipment and technical data are based on the characteristics of the Irish market. 

Please note that some of the images, sketches or symbolic images shown are due to technical changes or the technical status at the time of Recordings of the actual         
appearance and / or the circumstances may differ. 

Please also note that some optional extras are subject to certain combination constraints and / or cannot be combined with one another and to certain legal regulations are 
bound. Volkswagen is expressly not liable for improper use of this equipment.

Some optional extras can lead to a longer delivery time for the vehicle. For the correctness and completeness of the information and the necessary combination require-
ments are exclusive the available ordering systems from Volkswagen are decisive.

When making changes to the base vehicle, it is essential to observe all applicable statutory vehicle regulations and guidelines (underride protection, lighting equipment, 
etc.) as well as other relevant regulations z. B. in the environmental sector and vehicle safety.

Equipment can influence the payload or the payload by increasing / reducing the curb weight. The actual Payload of a vehicle resulting from the difference between
permissible total weight and curb weight calculated can only be determined by weighing an individual vehicle.

TSI®, TDI®, TGI®, DSG® and 4MOTION® are registered trademarks of Volkswagen AG and other companies in the Volkswagen Group in Germany and in other countries. The 
fact that a trademark in this document is not marked with ® cannot be interpreted in such a way that this trademark is not a registered trademark and / or that this trade-
mark is without prior written approval of Volkswagen Aktiengesellschaft could be used. The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are owned by the Bluetooth SIG Inc.

Volkswagen AG is not permitted to save any data or to copy all or part of the documents. Volkswagen AG reserves the right in the event of an injury claims for damages
in front.

We reserve the right to make changes without notice. 

Additional equipment and accessories (attachments, tires, etc.) can be relevant vehicle parameters, such as B. Weight, rolling resistance and aerodynamics, change and in 
addition to weather and traffic conditions affect consumption and mileage.



The new Multivan
This brochure supersedes all previous publications.
Issue: 01 April 2022
www.volkswagenvans.ie

Please note: Screen technology does not allow exact reproduction of the 
paint and upholstery colours. Some of the vehicles shown are Europe-
an specification and may be fitted with optional equipment or accesso-
ries that are available at extra cost, or do not reflect current specification. 
All data and specifications are in accordance with information available at 
the time of publication and are subject to change without notice. Vehicles 
not currently in Irish stock and customer order vehicles may take a num-
ber of weeks for delivery. Certain combinations of vehicle specifications 
and factory-fitted options are not compatible and therefore all orders re-
ceived are subject to confirmation. Models, factory fitted-options and paint 
and upholstery options are subject to availability. Please check details and
availability with an authorised Volkswagen Van Centre at the time of  ordering.


